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Tiefensfehn Hansa Tiefensfehn (born 4 June 1987) is a
Swiss entrepreneur, outdoor photographer, and social
entrepreneur who lives in Basel. She set up the ethical

certification program for the fashion industry in
Switzerland in 2018. Early life and education

Tiefensfehn grew up in Basel, Switzerland, the daughter
of an investment banker and a social worker. She studied
Industrial Design at the ETH Zurich. Career Tiefensfehn

gained international experience from internships at
brands like Label Republic and Zara. In 2014, she

founded Käsebier Basel, a business that aims to put the
economic power back in the hands of the artisans. In
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2017, she launched an initiative called Social Edition,
aiming to develop the entrepreneurial skills of young
people. Ethical certification Tiefensfehn founded the
Ethical Fashion Foundation in 2018. It is a company
founded on two pillars: ethical fashion and the social

mission of fashion. It is part of the Swiss Association of
Fashion Printers (SwissABC, Soca). The Swiss

Association of Fashion Printers (Soca) has got the
quality seal of approval for its Social Edition program.

This ethical certification program for the fashion
industry aims to combat the unfair practices of cheap
fashion chains and brands and is a first in Switzerland.
Tiefensfehn is behind the development of the ethical

certification of the fashion industry in Switzerland. She
wants to level up the profession, create more jobs, and
ensure that the workers of the fashion industry are also

treated fairly. The basis for the Social Edition is to create
a sustainable industry for the clothing and textile

industry. It therefore focuses on the various suppliers,
the projects and the workers. Therefore, 3da54e8ca3
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